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Jeb Bush says yes to
political student forum
"It will also serve as a tracking device," he added.
"Vision 92: Empowering
Marlin explained that
Florida's Future" now has its elected public officials will be
first confirmed guest of na- tracked byreviewingtheirvottional stature.
ing records and referring back
Jeb Bush, so~ of President to the agenda to see how well
George Bush, confirmed his politicians took the platform
appearance early Monday. into consideration.
State Rep. Tom Feeney also
"We're going to watch to see
confirmed his appearance.
how these people [elected offi~
Jeb Bush has been manag- cia]s] perform based on our
ing his father's reelection cam- platform," Marlin said.
paign in Florida since JanuThetwo-dayevent(Sept. 24
ary 1992 and is
and 25) will serve
considered well- ~~~~~~~~~ as a forum offerinformed
on
"This is an
ing the students
F ] o r i d a ' s
d
d of Florida the ops trength s and
unprece ente
portunity to form
shortcomings.
event for us.,, a non-partisan
In addition,
student agenda
Jeb Bush served
on issues that di·Frank Vlrella rectly affect stuas executive asFSA
dents.
sistant to Presi- dent Bush in the • • • • • • • • •
Vision 92's
Bush for Presipurpose, as stated
dent and Reagan-Bush cam- in the event's proposal/agenda,
paigns.
is to heighten political awareCurrently, Jeb Bush is the ness and activity among
co-chairman of Floridians for Florida's higher-education stuEducational Choice andis also dents. The FSA has stated
actively involved in various that it presents Vision '92 in
other Florida and national light of Florida's educational
committees.
funding shortage.
Florida students will
According to Marlin, Walt
presenttheproductofthetwo- Disney World officials conday event- a student agenda firmed Wednesday a $5,000
- to Jeb Bush and other gov- donation for the event.
ernment officials Sept. 25.
Representatives
from
"This is an unprecedented Florida's nine state universievent for us," said Frank tiesandnumerousprivateand
Virella, executive director of communitycollegeswillgather
the Florida Student Associa- to formuMte the student plattion, a lobbying organization. form during the evening and
Chris Marlin, Student Gov- full day allotted for the event.
ernment director of public reMarlin said that SG is conla ti on s, said the student tinuing efforts to secure the atagenda will be used as a ve- tendance of someone from the
hicle to voice students' posi- Clinwn/Gorepresidentialticket.
tions on issues concerning
higher education .
VISION continued page 5

by Ann Marie Sikes
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Thursday' Sept. 24

•

&.7p.m.
~lOpm.

•

10-llp.m.
llp.m.

Candidat.e Reception-City Hall with Mayor Frederick
Opening Dinner and Ceremonies with Rep. Tom Feeney
Delegate Caucus
Delegate Party/-'\Yild Pizza

Friday, Sept. 25

•

10-lla.m .
11-12 a.m.

12-1 p.m.
Mp.m.
6-7p.m.
7-10:30 p.m.

Keynotes with sens. Coonie Mack and Bob Graham
(tentative)
Committee Caucus
Lunch with Governor Chiles
Afternoon Keynote with Commissioner
Castor and Chancellor Reed
Dinner
Final Session/Unveil Platform with
Presidential Candidates (t.entative)

·

State Rep. Tom Feeney told students that during hard economic times, money
should not be tied up in trust funds for special projects. <M1chae10eHoog1FuTURE)

State representative says
state should reallocate funds
tu.re of the bureaucracy, expenses for one area

by Sandi Irwin
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF students with questions regarding
Florida's education funding process heard State
Rep. TomFeeneyofDistrict14 explaintheprocess
on Monday night.
Feeney said that, for the moment, the state
needs to concentrate on reallocating funds, getting put of the recession and being optim1.stic.
Feeney explained that during a recession, the
state must make its cuts from the $12 billion
general revenue fund rather than in the 1,700
trust funds - $19 billion worth - set aside for
special projects.
General revenue accounts include basichealth
servires for the poor and elderly, criminaljustire
and education costs while trust funds finanre
things like new construction. Because of the na-

cannot be provided from sources earmarked for
another.
This explains why students see construction
all around them while they can't get the classes
they need to graduate.
'The problem is our inability to transfer these
funds,"-Feeney said Tuesday.
Feeney said he feels a solution lies in being
flexible with some of the money in trust funds
during tough economic times.
"During recessions, all $32 billion of the budget needs to be on the table," he said
Although the Florida state budget has increased immensely, the size of government has
also increased. Thisgovernmentalgrowth means
more spending and more t;axes, Feeney said

FEENEY continued page 5

For college students, it's time to RAVE
by Jennifer M. Burgess
STAFF REPORTER

Those planning to vote in the
generalelectioninNovernbermust
register to vote by Oct. 5.
The student group Registered
and Votingfor Education is doing
its part by registering students.
During the final week of elections, RAVE will be registering
students from 11 a.m. t.o 2 p.m.
from Sept.. 2.8 to Oct. 5. in front of
the libraiy and on the green. Students can also register from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. on the final day of
registration.
According t.o Kendra Stewart,

CLASSIFIEDS page B

UCF's program coordinator, of the nine state university stuRAVE will spend the next month dent body presidents and is coorregistering students. Stewart said dinated at each university.
Chris Marlin, SGs public relashe plans to register students at
UCFhome football games, frater- tions director, said Stewart has
nity and sorority meetings and at increasedRAVE'svisibilityatUCF
Vision '92. She isalso planning to by doubling the number of depuregister students at the Black tized students since becoming coCrowes conrert to be held Sept. 29 ordinator in August.
at the UCF Arena.
According to Frank Virella,
Stewart says she wants to in- executive director ofFSA, regisfonn students that the opportu- tering students to vote is only
.nity to vote will pass them by if half the battle.
theyfailtoregisterbythe registra"Now we have t.o go out and
tioo deadline.
urgeeveryonetovote,"Virellasaid
RAVE is the state-wide pro- "Wejustcan'tcomplainanymore. ..
gram developed by the F1orida The most powerful message is in
StudentAssociation. Itis made up our vote."
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~ou krww, itf S'o ridiculou~. If I dori+ cal I rny

parents every ~unday at exact~ s. o'clock,
they thihk I was kidl'\apped by alien>. or
~omething. A11yway, one Sut1day mE!! and ·
M k we decide to take-off at1d checkouf
+h~r cify, )o Vie're har1gin3. out and I look. a+
rAY watch. 5 o'clod~. Alr19ht, fo rny call1h9
card ahd r head dow11 to +he local pool hall.
(Which I happen to know haf apayphone)
And I te II the fo/k5 the Martianr Sehd
-their beft. '
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o matter where you happen to be, the
4
\t~'~\ t\:~,~·;: AT&T Calling Carel can take you home.
.¥!\ .,\;.¥
It's also the least expensive way to
call state -to- state on AT&T, when you can't dial
direct. With the new AT&T Call and Save Plan,
you'll get special discounts-on AT&T Calling Card calls:
And onceyou have your carel, you'll never need to apply

for another.
If you get your Calling Carel now, your first
I call will be free:* And you'll become a member of
! AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products
.·. ,; and services that saves students time and money
All of which makes the AT&T Calling Card out of
this world.

To get an A1E' Calling Card for off-campus calling, call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 850.

ATs.T

•

•
•

•
•

© 1991 AT&T •Pl?rulmg Fr.C•wn"I Please oil oi>m<800 number fr< druils. •• Yoo'll rere1eore 13 AT&T LD Cenifiale equ1Y2lern w 21 m1mresolrud<rdirect·dWed. c<111St·ID-<"'-'' m~12nd•~ 1~1ling ba>l'<l oo r:dl~
cffecu"' 6{8/')Z loo CUJld R<I more or°""" m1nutt> depending oo •t.:r. or •ben YOU oil Offer hm11L'd to ore ccrufia1t per student.
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$1,000 stolen &om employee
r.

•

STAFF REPORTER

UCF employee Sharon K
Salamacha reported $1,000
missing from the Center for
Multicultural Studies. She said
she had placed the money in an
envelope and left it in her desk
on Sept. 4.
She noticed the money was
missing last week. The report
states that Salamach indicated
that her office intends to press
charges
• .A man who had been reported for poking people with
a lighted hand torch on the
front lawn of the Sigma Alpha
Epsilon fraternity house was
arrested for unauthorized possession of a drivers' license
Sept. 6.-\
The officer stopped and requested I.D. from the man, who
presented him with a drivers'
licensebearingthenameTyrone
L. Webster. According to the
police report, the offieer knew
Scott Joseph Corto from previous arrests.
Corto, 21, stated that his license had been suspended and

•
•

•

•

•

••

H. A. Edwards, a Head Man dancer, will be featured
during this Sunday's performance. (Courtesy~' uNrrE>

•

Great Plains Dancers

•

vri1l perfonn at UCF

•

Native American group of six decades
to start this years international calendar·

•

that he found Webster's license
on the ground, cut out the pieture and replaced it with his
own.
In other news, compiled from
police reorts:
• Nadja A Pomar was arrested for driving with a suspended or revoked license Sept.
5. Pomar ran a stop sign and
was pulled over by police.
Pomar,23, then produced a Puerto Rican
drivers' license. When
the officer checked the
teletype, it revealed
that Pomar's license
was suspended for a failure to
pay fines. Pomar was also issued a written warning for running the stop sign.
• About35packagesofchips,
cookies and candy bars were
stolen from the vending machine
in Room 197C of the education
building Aug. 30. Thieves broke
the glass of the machine, and a
police report said apparently no
object could have been used to
break the glass.
•A men's bathroom in the
education building was vandal- ,

IT'S A GOOD CHOICE

ized Aug. 29.
A police officer observed that
someone had pulled the divider
of the fourth stall from the wall
and ceramic tile littered the
floor.Damages are estimated to
be $300.
• UCF student Scott Robert
Spencer had the rear hatchback
window of his car broken on the
evening of Aug. 28.
Spencer said a 18" to
20"holehadbeen made
andthesafetyglasshad
fallen in.Nothing of
value was taken.
The officer
reponding said that
close examination revealed
small scratches where a sharp
instrument was used to remove
her decal .
•Joseph Krapek was issued
a written trespass warning Sept.
3 after removing a bar code from
a library book and attempting
to leave the building without
checking out the book.
Krapek, 20, said that since
the library was closing, he took
the book, "Morals and Dogma,
AncientandAcceptedRite-Scottish ofFreemasonery."

·'

"It depends on how extended
the group is," said K. D.
EDITOR IN CHIEF
Edwards, founder of the group.
UCF's International Stu- He explained that the size of
dent Association will kick off the troupe varies from four to
its year of internationally fla- 12 members but usually avervored events on campus Sun- ages eight members.
"Actually, when you get
day as it hosts the Great Plains
right down to it, five tribes are
Dancers.
Beginning at 7:30 p.m., the represented," Edwards said.
Great Plains Dancers, a group Those tribes are the Cherokee,
Commanche,
of Native Americans, will per- Cheyenne,
form tribal dances at the Stu- Kiowa and the Pawnee.
Based out of Kissimmee
dent Center Auditorium.
Following its performance, since 1989, the Great Plains
members of the group will in- Dancers have been publicly
vite the audience to learn the maintaining the tribal traditions for over 60 years.
dances rendered.
"We've been known by vari- Cherie Coustade from the Campus Activities Board shows the organization's 1992"The Great Plains Dancers
are a family group that came ous and sundry namess" 93 calendarat the recent Knights of the ~oundtable meeting for various clubs and
from Oklahoma," said Joanna Edwards said. The group
organizations. The cover is fashioned after a ballot sheet. (Thomas or1gga~r1FuruRE)
McCully, activities coordina- moved to Orlando after being
tor for the UCF International invited to perform in the area.
The group works with the
Student Association.
McCully has wanted to fea- United Network of Indian
ture the group since first see- Tribes, a state group founded
ing them perform at last year's after the last government cenNative American Heritage Fall sus revealed that 95 percent of
the state's Indian population
Festival Pow Wow.
The event, free to students, was not native to Florida.
Coming during the year that
is open to the general public
marks the 500th anniversary
for $2.
"I saw the dancing and of Christopher Columbus's voythought this would be a great age to America, the event is
event for the students and com- not without ironic overtones.
munity members," McCully This is especially true since
Oct. 12, the traditional Columsaid.
"We have 58 Native Ameri- bus Day holiday, is set for the
cans enrolled on campus and annual International Fair at
we have personally invited UCF.
McCully said that particuevery one of them," she added.
"They're going to be wear- lar date was chosen "so that all
ing their tribal dress and they the international people whose
represent six tribes," McCully ancestors discovered the New
World will be celebrating inexplained.
ternationalism."

by Biii Cushing

•

by Deborah Noble
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The University of Central Florida's Division for Student Affairs
invites the leaders and officer representatives
of student organizations to the

FREE Bus R10Es
TO
ALL

on Saturday, September 26, 1992,
at the Grand Ballroom and Courtyard catered by Puff'n Stuff.
This is a one day semin~ starting at 9 a.m.

This seminar offers a excellent opportunity for
students to interact with the Directors for Student
Affairs while learning more about their Rights and
Responsibilities as members and leaders of UCF
organizations.
.
For more information or to RSVP contact the
Student Organizations Office at 823-5107 or stop
by Student Center Room 215 by: _

Monday, September ZI,

I992~

K11GBT

BoME G1MEs

Buses leave AT 5:30 PM from
behind the Wild Pizza.
Don~t Be Late!!

SIGN-UP INS. 6.
823-2191

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
Tiu cf;1~lt of t!u ttaledft.r u~
Jason DiBona, President

___

[Sff...
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Local w1iters join national authors to help feed the nation's ho111eless
Nightingale, the organization's
communications director.
"We have over 300 authors
Writers will be offered an and we're approaching 100 sites.
opportunityTuesdayt.ousetheir We haven't hit it yet but we
talents to aid hunger among the expect t.o," said Patrick Lemon,
homeless.
project manager for SOS.
Share Our Strength, a Wash"We get creative professionals
ington, DC-based hunger relief to do what they do best," he said
organization, will present the
From California t.o Atlanta,
Writers Harvest for Hunger - writers ofall ranks are stepping
across the nation.
forward to help SOS in the event.
The event is unprecedented GloriaNaylorwill appear in Los
for SOS according to Marisa Angeles, Studs Turkel in Chiby Ann Marie Sikes

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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cago and Susan Sontagwill read
in Washington, DC.

The Orlando Harvest for the
Homeless will be held at The
Mill in Winter Park, with a poetic direction.
"It's going to be mostly poetry," said Susan Schmidt,
owner ofCrabtree & Evelyn Gift
Shop and one of the volunteers.
"That's how it's being billed."
Schmidt has been recruiting
the writers :in town to be featured.
"fm just helping out, that's

all," she said. "I thought it was
worthwhile and I'm glad to do
what I can."
One of the first sources
Schmidt turned to was Ed
L'Heureux, publisher of Sabal
Palm Review, a literary magazine in Winter Park.
"I don't write poetry,"
L'Heureux said. "I do write fiction but I thought I'd just go, sit
in the background and listen."
L'Heureux provided Schmidt
with the names of poets that

For All Your
Eye Care Needs. • •

~atmS JIRK
DISCOUNT PET CENTER

•
•
•
•

"IF WE CAN'T GET IT... NOAH DIDN'T BRING IT... "

SELECTED INVENTORY STOCK
REDUCTION SALE.
. UP TO 70% OFF

Complete Eye Exams
Contact Lenses
Prescription Glasses
Sunglasses

200Jo OFF EYEWEAR FOR
ALL UCF STUDENTS

657-0747

2911 Red Bug Road • Casselberry •.(407) 695-2020
Major Credit Cards Accepted

AT GOWENROD .t UNIVERSITY IN 'IHI! KMART PLAZA, EAST ORLANDO

'. )

I)

>

•

)

Grand Opening
ATfENTION: AIL STUDENTS
AND UNIVERSITY PERSONNEL

CASH SALES ONLY
8.5 X 11, 20# White Paper~ ••••Color Paper Slightly Higher

were published in the last two
issues ofthe magazine. Ofthose,
three have agreed to appear:
Beth Bour, Gregory Cason and
Bill Cushing.
The local reading at The Mill
will be held from 7-9 p.m. Promoters are asking for $5 donations from those attending.
Whatever money is collected
will be sent directly to SOS headquarters which :intends to distribute all proceeds to groups dedicated to feeding the homeless.

VISION
FROM PAGE 1
"They [politicians] no
longer can argue that students don't vote or care about
politics," Virella said.
"We want everyone to go
back to their campuses informed to tell other students
about the agenda," Virella
said.
Marlin said a diverse group
of special interest groups such
as Hispanics, blacks and
women's groups, are expected
to attend a planned debate.
The debate will assist in developing the platform, keepingvarious interests in mind .
. "By 11 p.m. on Friday
[Sept. 25], Florida should
have its first student caucus,"
Marlin said.
But it's not just delegates who
are encouraged to attend.
"The more students we get
to attend, the stronger our
voice will get," Marlin said.
Students presenting a stu- '
dent ID may attend any
scheduled Vision '92 events.
Students can attend free;
others must pay $5.

FEENEY
FROM PAGE 1
"We are not going to see any
changesinthenextcoupleyears,"
Feeney told students.
Feeney also showed that
Florida is below the nation's average for state university tuition
and required fees according to
an annual survey from the State
of Washington.
. "We need to appreciate what
we have," Feeney told students.
"Congressman Feeney was
very informative," said student
DavidDixon. "Wecouldusemore
speakers like him. He dealt directly with a subject affecting us
and was willing to answer all of
our questions."

Other Services Available:
* Fax Service
• Full-Color Copies
•Binding
• Special Order Paper

• Quality Resume Cop~es
• Large Variety of Paper Colors
• Transparencies
* Office Supplies

TEL: 823-2405
Located across from the bookstore in the Student Services Complex.
MON.-THURS., 8 AM-8 PM; FRIDAY, 8 AM-5 PM; SATURDAY 10 AM-2 PM
HURRY! THIS GRAliD OPEHIHG SPECIAL ENDS. SEPTEMBER 30TH 1992

Got an opinion?
Get paid for it.
At the Central Florida Future,
we'll give you more than a
penny for your thoughts. We
are in need of commentary
writers as well as editorial cartoonists. Positions are available now and in the fall.
If you have an opinion to express, can write or draw and
are dependable, call us at 8236397 or visit our trailer behind the former art domes off
of Libra Drive.

We'll make your twocents worth worth more.

Opinion

The Central Florida Future
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Budget problems?
Not for those asked
to handle our money

I

s State Rep. Tom Feeney's real job selling
cars? Maybe it is hypnotism.
Whatever it is, it must involve some sort of
mesmerization technique, for he was able to
convince students who attended his speech
Monday night that the way to deal with the
abysmal state of Florida's education system is
to put on a happy face.
This is beyond pathetic; it is insulting.
Feeney said that for the moment students
should be optimistic, but later he said that
nothing will change for at least the next couple
of years. Feeney must be on Genesis time you know, where one day could really translate
into millions of years.
Supposedly, the problem is that money allocated for one purpose cannot be used for any
other purpose, regardless ofthe inequities this
causes. So we've got new buildings yet 110
money to teach classes in them.
We find it appalling that an elected official
would come to a college campus and dismiss
the ·shortage in education funding as the
legislature's "inability to transfer funds."
Why can't the funds be transferred?
There is a law.
Who made the law?
The legislature.
Why can't they change the law?
-Damn good question.
Ifthelegislature wrote the law to begin with,
then they should be able to do something to
change it. The system is supposed to work for
us, not against us.
But like a .b unch of cowards, ·Feeney and
friends hide behind the so:-called "bureaucracy"
instead of doing anything about it.
Feeney says we need to be thankful for what
we have - tuition rates below the national
~verage. Seeing as it now takes nearly six years
to graduate with a four-year degree, he might
acknowledge that w~ also have an educational
system that ranks below the national average.
Given the state of Florida's education budget,
what we have to pay for classes is criminal; to
charge more would border on a capital offense.·
Perhaps we've been too hard on Mr. Feeney;
after all, he was just doing his job: feeding the
masses a line ofbull. The blame really lies with
the people who heard the speech.
Students in attendance apparently swallowed all the bunk the good congressman could
hand out, and that is sad.
It's no wonder so many students do so poorly
in school. Accountability is something they
care nothing about in their elected officials, so
why would they care about it in themselves.
Feeney's speech was a slap in the .face of any
thinking person, and anyone who thought it
was enlighteningobviouslyfails to fall into that
category.
News Editor
Sports Editor
Opinion Editor
Copy Editor
Photo Editor
Art Director
Production Manager
Features Editor

Sandra Pedicini
Dave Meadows
Francis J. Allman
Lisa Tulibacki
Michael DeHoog
Gina Musso
Robert Offermann
Cliff Vanzandt

Execs need help with vocabulary
Bill Cushing
WHAT'S NEXT?

L

ast Thursday this
newspaper gave considerable space to the
efforts that a number ofUCF
students have given in helping Orlando as the first offic~ally sanctioned "City of
Light."
Asarecapforthosewho
might have been on a desert
island or a pilgrimage to Tibet, the City of Light is an
outgrowth ofGeorge Bush's "Points ofLight" routine, a way
ofrenaming the volunteer efforts of ordinary citizens into
some kind ofexecutive action. Ironically, the idea ofcitizens
doing work for others has been about the only domestic
executive action we've seen over the past four years.
At any rate, Orlando has been officially designated
America's first City of Light with a scroll and everything
from King George himself. The city has made quite a hooha out ofall this payingfor silly graphics and promoting the
hell out of this status.
But I digress.
Let's just say that a lot ofhighly placed people seem to
be touting this new idea of people giving of themselves as
the answer to America's social problems. One of these is
Kristine OrpageL a Disney Corporation "executiveon loan"
to the City of Light offices.
Orpagel mentioned that she thought it might be an idea
to promote student involvement bymakingitagraduation
requirement.
This after some variation ofthe root word volunteer was
used 11 times in the 15paragraphspreoodingherreference
to making "volunteerism" a ')-equirement."
For Ms. Orpagefs benefit (and any of you other executives "on loan"), I thought it might be an idea to actually
define what the word "volunteer" means. For the sake of
clarification, I will use a very basic, rudimentary dictionary.
After all, we don't want to confuse anyone- like administrators or executives.
According to a paperback version of Webster's Dictio-

central Florida Future
0 1992 Tho Conhl R«ldol fuU•

P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
Business Office (407} 823-2601, News Office {407} 823·NEWS

Editor In Chief
Biii Cushing
Managing Editor
Savannah Miller

Business Manager
Sharon L. Thomas

nary, as a noun "volunt.eer" means one "who enters into
military or other service ofhis (or her) own free will." As a
verb it means '1:o offer or bestowvolunt.arily." I asswne that
''voluntarily" refers back to that 'free will" thlngmentioned
earlier.
Now, on to requirement.
According to the same, simple dictionary, a "requirement" is a "demand" or an "essential condition."
In short, to volunteer means to give of one's self or time
or efforts willingly while a requirement is an act that must
be perl'ormed or a set ofconditions. How anyone can breath
use these two words in the same sentence is quite beyond
me, unless that person is unfamiliar with their definitions.
I assume that is the problem that this particular City of
Light "executive on lo~m" encountered in this case.
By the by, as long as we're looking definitions of terms,
let's analyze that "executive on loan" phrase.
What that status means is simple: a major corporation
(like Disney) allows one or Gt nwnber ofits employees (like
good old Kristine) to work in some sort of administrative
capacity for the local chamber of commerce's City of Light
offices. This is called corporate volunt.eerism.
The funny thing is that nothing is really given or
sacrificed- you know, "volunteered."
The executive in question still gets paid for the work
because her (or his) paycheck is still provided by the
company. Perhaps the person has to drive to anew location
which might, admittedly, be a bit of an inconvenience but
itisnotasifthe"executiveonloan"isforgoinganythingthat
she (or he) is used to getting.
Asfarasthecorporationisconcemed,youcanbetitisn't
really losing anything in the deal Even if its accountants
can't find a way of writing the payroll expenditmes of the
"executive on loan" off ofits taxes (which rm sure they do),
the PR it brings certainly helps justify the expense,
So, who here has really given anything of themselves?
Yet, Ms. Orpagel has the gall to suggest that students
who are already financially strapped and loaded with
enough work from both in and out of the classroom be
REQUIRED to VOLUNTEER for her little outfit.
Well, in the spirit of volunt.eerism, I am making a
donation with the publication of this article. I hereby
betroth a dictionary to the offices ofthe City ofLight so that,
from here on out, they might be able to know just what the
hell they are saying in there.
Distribution Manager
Scott Beaman
Subscriptions Manager
Dierdre Girardeau
Classifieds Manager
Michelle Raymond
Ad Production
Rafael Cardozo & Kimberly Burmester
Advertising Staff:
Refik Fortner, Thomas Negron,
Armand Cimardi, Matt Whyte
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Hurricane Ignorance more menacing than Andrew
Brian Costello
CAMPUS COMMENTARY

L

et me be the weatherman to tell you which way
the wind is blowing.
It's high time you started hoarding bottled
water and canned goods because the dark ages are back
and not even the Channel 6 Army can help.
Before you dismiss me as a kook and move ahead to
the madcap antics of Greek Corner, consider the signs
that point to the new age of anti-Eniightenment:
•Barry Manilow was on "Oprah" recently playing
a medley on his piano that included "Mandy," "I
Write the Songs," "Can't Smile Without You" and
other vintage Manilow tunes.The audience was
moved to tears.
•On 'The Maury Povich Show," a panel of experts
was assembled to spend an hour sharing their insights
(read: gossiping) about Woody Allengate. The audience, who apparently couldn't grasp the difficult concept of what happened from the Enquirer, was enraptured.

• Last week on "The Price is Right," three contes- He's just not" right! I mean, dude! This is America, the
tants from Contestants Row were unable to get the greatest country in the world!"
closest bid.
When he said the last sentence, the audience inAccording to none other than Bob Barker, this was stantly applauded, almost as if Pavlov had rung his
the first time so many people failed to leave Contes- bell.
tants Row.
I could give you plenty ofother signs that prove we're
This may not seem like a big deal, but think about it: getting mentally thick, like the fact that Rush Limbaugh
if these people can't come within $300 of the actual is the most listened to talk show host or that we
retail price of a La-Z-Boy recliner, what do you think continue to let Michael Bolton crucify 60s soul classics,
their chances are of even beginning to understand the but rm sure you've quit reading this to tape your
BCCI scandal?
windows and stock up on batteries.
•On "Studs," some guy who looked like the love
But in case you haven't bought into my little vision
child of a union of George Michael and Richard Marx of the Tabloid Nation, then I'll leave you with this
claimed he was able to "schmek" (or some other sexual tidbit:
•Tipper Gore's Falwellesque manifesto, "Raising
innuendo) the three micrQ-skirted breeders on the
show.
PG Kids in an X-rated Society," a book originally
Whenever the guy said the word ·"schmek," the published by America's first name in religious publishaudience would howl like a bunch of nine-year-olds ing, Abington Press, is now going to be reissued by
telling dick jokes.
Bantam Books.
This is happening just as the family values non• On MTV's "Choose or Loose" voter registration
telethon, John Norris asked distinguished political issue is becoming fashionable as clothing worn backscientist Marky Mark to analyze the '92 election.. This wards or hairshirts.
isn't the exact quotation, but he said something like,
Ten years from now, don't come crawling to me for
"Dude! Yo! We can't vote for Bush because Ii~, YO! Spaghetti- O's.
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Unshaven armpits evidence of total femininity'?
Dave Barry

~·

TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES

0

ver the years, many thoughtful people have
advised me that I write too many columns
about tasteless and offensive topics, such as
cow flatulence and Phyllis Schlafly. That is why
today, in an effort to "turn over a new leaf," I have
selected a wholesome topic that the en tire family can
enjoy: tennis.
This topic was suggested by Sue Ann Quinn of
Beaumont, Texas, who describes herself as a "tennis
nut." Sue Ann writes in to ask:
"Was Monica Seles unshaven at the French Open?
I swear I saw hair sticking out from her armpits. I'm
still trying to·sort out WHY this would offend me. I
mean, I label myself as a liberal .... I shave certain
body parts because most other women in the United
States shave these body parts.
But why does anyone shave? And why do they
shave certain areas of their body rather than others?
And who started shavingfirst, men orwomen?When,
where and why?"
.
Sue Ann, I'm sure these same questions have
occurred to many of us, usually as a result of failing
to take our medication. Why DO we sh1lve? It doesn't
seem like a natural activity. There are no examples
of shaving in nature. The only creature that comes
close is the male South Pacific Groping Beetle, which
sometimes, just before mating, will slap on a little
Aqua Velva. But we think this resulted from atomic
testing.
So we have to conclude that Mother Nature never
intended us to shave. On the other hand, Mother
Nature is not exactly a rocket scientist. Of all the
places on the human body where she could grow hair,
for some reason she selected the armpit. This makes
no sense. An armpit is the LAST place that needs to
be kept warm. You hardly ever hear anybody say:
"Boy! My armpits are COLD!" In fact, armpits are

a--------------1.'-------1
such an abundant natural source of warmth that
leading ecology-conscious fast-food restaurants are
now using them to heat specialty sandwiches. ("Yo
Tony! Stick two more Cordon Bleu Burgers under
there!")
But getting back to Sue Ann's questions:
Men started shaving in prehistoric times. What
happened was, some men were sitting around, watching a prehistoric, preball version of baseball, which
consisted ofnine men standing on afield and scratching themselves.
During a break in the action, humanity's first
commercial occurred when a man named "Gillette"
got up and showed the other men that if they scraped
a sharpened stone across their beards, they could
tear out chunks of hair and flesh. This seemed pretty
masculine to everybody, so all the men purchased
sharpened stones, which immediately became obsolete when Gillette introduced a startling new shaving advance: two sharpened stones.
Since then there have been thousands of startling

shaving advances for men. One day soon the Gillette
company will announce the development of a razor
that, thanks to a computer microchip, can actually
travel ahead in time and shave beard hairs that don't
even exist yet. Men will buy this ·r azor. Men can get
into shaving, because it reminds them of what stud
hombres they are, having to tame their manliness on
a regular basis. "I have to shave!" men will announce,
semiproudly, in public.
Women, on the other hand, tend to shave in secret.
I was in college before I found out that women could
even GROW leg hair. This is because the shaving and
pantyhose industries have spent millions of dollars
convincing American society that female body hair is
somehow unnatural, so that a REAL woman has
smooth, silky legs and armpits, with the ultimate
example ofvibrant womanhood being: Barbie. (Years
ago, Mattel did come out with a "Stubble Barbie"
model, but it was a big bust.) (Of course ALL Barbies
have big busts, but that is not my point.) (As far as I
know.)
So basically women shave for the same reason
that they wear makeup and walk around in shoes
designed by Nazi medical researchers. They've been
brainwashed into believing that if they don't shave,
other women will snicker at them, and the only
males who will be attracted to them will be members
of the gorilla and tarantula families. This is nonsense.
There are many cultures in which women do not
shave their legs OR their armpits, and, speaking as
a man, let me say that I find many of these women to
be exceedingly attractive, under certain lighting
cond'i ti ons.
The point, Sue Ann, is that you don't HAVE to
shave. And neither do you men out there. There are
many examples of successful, respected men with
beards, such as Abraham Lincoln, Kenny Rogers,
God and Richard Nixon after about 10:30 a.m. A
person's value has nothing to do with that person's
bodily hair. That is the wonderful thing about this
great sport we call tennis.
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GREEK CORNER
DELTA SIGMA.Pl
Deltasigsl Great fundraiser last night!
More easy$ to follow. I also hope all of
you chose wisely last night! See you at
pinning ceremony Fri. night and football Saturday.
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
A little sin can't do any harm!
Tasmanian Devil is Sat. r.AE + all
ladies are welcome to party at Sig Ep
house after the game. The smoker
tradition continues tomorrow night (bring
those stoa~ies) with post party at house.
~r bus ride is Sat. to Troy State
bashing.
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Female roomate wanted. Nonsmoker.
Furnished bedroom $250 per month
plus 1/2 utilities. 4 miles from UCF. Pool
& rec. area acess. Call anytime
273-5840.
Female nonsmoker to share 312 home
in quiet neighborhood. Pool & spa,
wash/dry, wood floors, ac. Must love
dogs. $250 + 1/3 elec. 896-370.
Female roommate wanted to share 280
house 7 miles from UCF $200/mo.
Please call 658-2636.
Asian female wanted to share house
$200/mo. w/free utilities or work 40 hrs/
mo for free rent. 281-1395.

!AE
We're back--r.AE presents another
active weekend. Friday Happy Hour at
the house--All welcome. Sat. Troy State
open bus ride, also r.AE-!<f>E
Tasmanian Devil at Sig-Ep-following
game. Flag football looking tough. ~eo's
laughs-welcome back Ben Staat from
your $1,400 San Fran Romance weekend.-Stella-Boo! Bait-what smells? It's
ok Brooks, Julie will be back.
PHI DELTA THETA
Excellent party Fri. nite! Greatjpb Greg.
Kyle-tastes like coolaid. EVERYONEretreat this weekend; it starts Fri. 7:00
pm. PDT welcomes Gully! Spread a
rumor, it's a pasttime.
ZETA TAU ALPHA
IX-Thank you for an awesome busride!
Congratulations new pledge class
officers! Remember retreat this weekend! Fratman is the 23rd-get ready for
the best one yet! ZLAM!

TI<E
Now that we are settled in, it is time to
party. TKE POSTGAME blowout party
Sat. at 10:30 pm. All is welcome.
Congrats new members on receiving
big bro's. Ed is Prez! TKE badboys
T.C.B.
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
TOGA-TOGA was a blast! Thanks ATO
for a great party on Sat. Bus ride with
ADn this week. See you at the AXA
Casde on Sat. at 5, with "overtime·
festivities to follow. AXA#1 II

ROOMMATES
FN/S serious minded $300/mo + util
call/ leave message 699-7824

FOR RENT
Free Apartment Finding Service
Apartment Locator Specialist, Inc.
657-8282 3300 University Suite 246

Violin $100 314 size w/bow and case.
Leave message at 381-4843.
200 watt Sony stereo component
system with 5 disc cd changer, eq,
tuner, dual cassette, 3 way, 3 ft
speakers, and cabinet $600 080. Call
Tracie 380-0959.
486-SX 25MHz IBM clone, 130MB HD,
4MB RAM, 1.2 or 1.44 FD, color VGA
monitor, tower case. $995. sn-1121.
WHY PAY RENT?
Condo for sale. 2BR/2BA upstairs end
unit with many upgrades. Pool, tennis
courts, and jacuzzi. All for less than
what you pay in rent! Asking 55,000. All
offers considered. Call 855-2948 for
more info.
2BR/2BA condo. Walk to UCF $59000.
Amenities and extras. Call 365-9293.
Commodore 64 with disk drive, color
monitor, software, manuals, $250.
831-3923.

*Sherwood Forest*
312 and 212 Available for Immediate
Occupancy Call OMV Properties Inc.
657-1967

Adult bikes-10 speed or coaster $30 to
$65. 831-3923.

2 BR 2 BA townhouse for rent walking
distance to campus. Available Now.
$450 David 249-2865.

FINANCE MAJORS
Improve gratjes with making ~
~ a solutions manual for HewlettPackard 10B. Users ask for packet 151,
at KIN KOS only $4.-30

212 apt 1 mi. from UCF. Dishwasher,
fans, wash/dry. $450. 365- 7532.

2 Black Crows tickets for sale. General
admission, $22 each. Call 422-3705.

Great litde 2 BR house 6 mi. from UCF.
Corner of Red Bug &Aloma 365-3352.
Lowest price in Winter Park, close to
UCF, beautiful 1 bed 1 bath condo, pool,
tennis, etc. $370/mo. Prefer a
nonsmoker, no pets. Call 682-2532.
Spacious tum. bedrm $250.00@ mo. 8
min. from UCF (male, non-smoker) fulltime student Mrs. Leon prop. Call days
855-8822 eve. 2n-9437.

FOR SALE
3br/2ba 1 1/2 mi. from UCF $99,500
657-6737.
Solid light oak dining table &four chairs.
Bought $1100. Sell for $500. Country
style 823-5393 or 240-5275.

AUTOS
GOVERNMENT SEIZED vehicles from
$100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevys, Surplus, Buyers Guide.
1-805-962-8000 ext S-4628

HELP WANTED
Greeks & Clubs Raise A Cool $1000
In just one week! Plus $1000 for the
member who calls! And a tree
headphone radio just for calling
1-800-932-0528 ext 65
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENTFisheries. Earn $5000+/month. Free
transportation! Room & Board! Male or
Female. For employment program call
1-206-545-4155 ext A5418

8

Telephone sales reps-Ticketmaster.
Clear, pleasant speaking voice.
Excellent communication skills. Will
train. Bilingual a Plus. Apply at 225
E. Robinson St. #355 9-5 Mon-Fri.

WordPerfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

Help wanted-earn up to $500 per
week assembling in-demand products
in your home. No experience. Info
504-646-1700 Dept. P307.

KCO INC Typing/ $1.501678-6735

Fas1*Professional*Acrurate

Laura's Typing SVC Wordperfect 5.1
free pickup + del notary 696-2611

$252.50 Sell 50 funny, college T-shirts
and make $252.50. No financial
obligation. A Risk Free program. Avg.
sales time=4-6 hours. Choose from 12
designs. For more info. call free
1-800-733-3265.

Term papers + resumes typed at good
rates. 281-1574 M-S 9-9 WordPerfect.

RPS needs pit package handlers from
3-7 am $7 per hour. Call 297-3715.

RESUMES-15 resumes, cover ltrs, and
envelopes. Samples to choose from.
Spelling and grammar corrected for you.
Laserprint. $40 Call 281-6545.

Childcare $4 per hour Friday. mornings
9:15-11:45 and/or any other morning
9:00-1 :00'. Call 366-8540.
EXCELLENT EXTRA INCOME NOW!
Envelope stuffing--$600-$800 every
week. Free details: SASE to
International Inc.
1356 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, New York 11230.
TELEMARKETERS
START TODAY
$6.25HR, GUARANTEED 40HRS.
MEDICAL BENEFITS +
EXCELLENT BONUS INCENTIVES
Year rpund, full & part time positions
avail. 1:30 to 9 pm, Monday-Friday; Sun,
5-8 pm. Stop hearing about what you
could make & get it guaranteed. Call
657-0048. YOU'LL BE GLAD YOU DID!

WP5.1 business letters, resumes, term
papers. Excellent rates. Will pick up +
del. within 5 mi. 366-7935.

Five years typing for UCF students. Call
Nancy 740-5592.

LOST AND FOUND
LOST: prescription eye glasses with
gold-colored frame and hard black case.
. Possibly lost in Business Administration Bldg. on Wednesday, 9-02-92. If
found, please call Brad at 277-7829.

TUTORS
ACCOUTING TUTOR
ALL LEVELS:
Beginning, intermediate, graduate
CPA/former college instructor
Very experienced.
Call Loretta at 256-1140.

SERVICES
BICYCLE REPAIR SHOP
ON WHEELS
WE COME TO YOUR DORM,
HOME OR OFFICE.
PHONE 699-4400

TYPISTS
WP, EDITING:APA, ML.A, etc. 366-0538
WORDMASTERS 2n·9600
Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,

. PERSONALS
DATJNG CONNECTION
Central Florida finest friendship or romance. Leave your own voice message
someone is waiting for you. Call 1-900285-9677 $2.40/mn 24 hrs.
NT...surts up this weekend! Gotta try my
new boogie board! How about it? Do you
want to be shark bait together?l..MR

MINI CLASSIFIED FORM
$0.75 per line: UCF Students, staff & faculty
$1.50 per line: Non-students & businesses
Boldface and underline extra (double line rate)
PREPAYMENT ONLY - No Refunds
Insertion Dates:

Cost per issue:
Number of issues:
TOT AL COST: .

$__

0 FOR SALE
D SERVICES
0 TUTORS
D TYPISTS
0 AUTOS
0 OTHER
D HELP WANTED
D LOST & FOUND
0 ROOMATES
D LONELY•'s
0 FOR RENT
D WANTED
0 CARPOOL
d PERSONALS
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY. One letter or punctuation mark per space,
leaving one space between each word.
D GREEK CORNER

D CLUB INFO
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TROY STATE

Bring Friends .. .
Roommates .. .
and Money!!!

OUTLET·

Belz Factory
Outlet World
Mall2
363-4670

10% ·student discount on ro~ular ·merchandise with UCF ID
1

•

OPEN

lOAYS
FUTONS

LOWEST PRICES
AVAILABLE

FRAMES $79.99
MATTRESSES $89.99

•

3 Pc. LIVING
ROOM SET

UP 10

70%
ON

REDOING
BUNK BEDS

'5! ti
0
&u
COMPLETE
BRASS BED

$199 95

•

~•llE

From $79

m~tll

1110

1vall1bl1

w/ mattress $179

DAY BEDS

UCFsophomore quarterback WATERSKIING
Darin Hinshaw has completed FROM PAGE 12
FROM PAGE 12
26of61 passes for 469 yards and
back Eddie Coleman, who, in his seven TDs. He has been inter- ' and their contributions helped
first two games, has rushed 23 cepted five times.
enormously," Autore said.
t.imesfor2'22yards,a9.7 average.
UCFfreshman running back "They'll really help out in the
Quarterback Kelvin Simmons Gerod Davis rushed for more future. We got some championis second on the team in rush- than 100 yards for the second ship recruits this year."
ing with 173 yards and has consecutive game last week,
While excellence may be nothscored six of the Trojans' eight raising his two-game total to ingnewfortheteam, which placed
rushing touchdowns this year. 290 yards.
serond at the nationals for eight
Knights' senior linebacker consecutive years before claiming
He also has completed 16of27
passes for 196 yards and two Rick Hamilton is the leader on thechampionshiplastyear,itwas
TDs. TSU defensive back defense. He racked up six tack- Autorewhosetanewstandardby
Cedric Brooks leads the Tro- les against Gardner-Webb and breaking his record in the slalom.
jans with nine tackles.
- 15 against B-CC.
Autorehadpreviouslyshared
I the record of 74 buoys with Richard Kjellander of the University of Alabama. They set the
previous record in separate tour' namentsSept. 12, 1991. Autore
had also set the previous record
at Lake David.
"Same lake, same day, just
one year later; I feel really excited," Autore said ofthe record.
One out of two people who take the LSAT doesn't get into law school.
"Every time I compete, I do it forTo Improve those odds, come to one of our free LSAT seminars:
the full benefit of the team, to
better my own personal best and
THURSDAY,
to win the competition."
SEPTEMBER 24, 1992 ·
Coach Gary Eaton is now in his
serond
year at the helm. "One of
AT 7:00 P.M.
our long-term goals is for Coach
ATTHE
Eaton to attain a full-time t.eaching
position here at the school,"
ORLANDO CENTER
Autore said "He's been extremely
CALL 273-7111
influential and has harnessed
team· unity; that essentially
SEATING IS LIMITED
brought the team from seoond to
first. Without him, our chances of
. PLEASE MAKE EARLY RESERVATIONS
winning a national championship
wouldhave beengreatlyredured."

KAPLAN

The answer to the test question.

EPISCOPAL CAMPUS MINISTRY
STUDENTS

STAFF

FACULTY

ALLWELCOME
WEDNESDAY NOON, ROOM 214
STUDENT CENTER
Fr. Ashmun Brown

823-2482

We can help
·
you.find

MONEY
FOR
COLLEGE
Every Student is Eligible
for Financial Aid
over 200,000 ~stings represent over
$10 billion in private sector financial aid.
• Easy To Uae - we match up stlXlents to ~wards based on i~IC?rmalion
provided including career plans. family heritage, and academic interests.
• Unique Awards- our research department has located scholarships for
goff caddies, left-handed stlXlents. cheerleaders, non-smokers, and more.
• Guarantee - we wm find at least seYen sources of private sector financial
aid, or we will refund your money.
• Comprehensive Database -

For more information and our FREE brochure, please
complete and mail the coupon below.

----------------------

Please send FREE scholarship information to:

aty _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Open 365 Days AYear
Mon. - Fri. 5:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Saturday 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sunday 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Ye:at in

S1a1e_Z-ip _ _ __

School______ ---'----

Phone (

Mail To:

Electronic Scholarship Resemh
2431 Aioma Ave., Suite 107
Winter Park, FL 32792
407-839-3269

L------------------~---~

•
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UCF Waterskiing Tournament

• Friendly Atmosphere
Personal Training
e Computer Fitness Testing
• Co-Ed facility
s
ORLANDO
,
• Free Weights
FITNESS
CONNECTION
s
•Aerobics
IY
• Exercise cycles
• Stairclimbers
v
Turbo Bikes
Sprint Circuit Training
• Body Building
*ONE MONTH FREE
1
MEMBERSHIP
AS LOW AS II
• Weight Loss
1 ___________
\.
J
$17 .50 /MONTH
•Wolff Suntan.Bed
•fukeB~ .
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*ONE MONTH
TANNING FREE

• N ursery
I .
I
Private Lockers, showers \. ___________ ·_;
0

•
•

* WITH ANNUAL PROGRAM
MON-THURS

HOURS
6 AM-11 PM

:
FRIDAY 6 AM-10 FM :

SATURDAY

10 AM-8PM

SUNDAY 12 PM-5 PM

"'fbc l<Jca/ 1\cadcmit.· G. m11111111itf'

<f>TUDENT MOVE IN <f>PEC""'IAL
·.·We oflerl & 2 Be~1\1om Apartments with .
Carpel.,.Drapes, Central Afr/Heal.,
WITH ALL or THE fOUOWl~G f,X'fRM:
. • RIG HT:ACROSS FROM UCF . • THE ULTI MATE IN
CONVENIENCE ·
< ANDMOVIES ·:·
•ON COUNTY BUS ROUTE

: :~\VALK .TO SHOPS. BANKS~

UN1vER&ITYAPA~fl\rnNTS •·
.

'.

·~

..

12017 Solon .Dr.
Orlando, Fl.

6615 E. COLONIAL DR. • ORLANDO, FL 32807 • 658-8000

273·4097

(Next to Pizza Hut on Alafaya)

•

We Like Our Days,

•

but...
WE LOVE OUR KNIGHTS!!!

•

Come in to Hooters on Church Street
or Hooters in Casselberry Before and
before and after the game, present our coupon ,
after the
.and get 10% off* of your bill.
game

•

or
ANYTIME!

•

Hooters and UCF Football ...

Always a Winning Combination!
•

•
•

•

•

Sports
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Lady Knights

upset NC State

win opener

by Andrew Varnon

by Dave Meadows

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

SPORTS EDITOfi

Big things are expected from the UCF
women's soccer team and they rose to the
occasion last weekend with wins over NC
State and UNC-Greensboro in the Lan7.era
Wolfpack Classic.
NC State entered the Classic ranked
fifth in the nation by the Gatorade ISAA
preseason poll while the Lady Knight.s were
13th. When thetwopowersmetonSllllday,
UCF emerged victorious on an unassisted
goal by Karen Kopp, four minutes into the
second half.
Kelly Kochevar kicked the winning goal
18 minutes into overtime as the Lady
Knights outlasted UNC-Greensboro 1-0.
The win propelled the Lady Knight.sinto
the number seven spot in the latest poll,
while NC State slid to number eight With
their2-0recordanda top-ten ranking, UCF
has it.s sight.s set on another visit to the
NCAA tournament
The Lady Knights open their home
season tomorrow with a 4 p.m. contest
against Vanderbilt.
The men's team didn't fare as well as the
ladyies'. Aft.er winning their opener, the
Knights rollllded out their rerord (1-1-1)
witha3-2lossintherainatFloridaAtlantic
University last Tuesday and a 2-2 no-decision against Nova University on Monday.
FAU built up a 2-0 lead when Dan
Cornell scored in the first half, but UCF
remained in the game until FAU scored it.s
third goal midway through the second ha]f.
Awell-matchedgame between UCFand
Nova University was marred with a few
interruptions. Both coaches and four players received yellow cards during the game.
UCF player Jon Brooks was injured and
had to leave the field.
Doug Ferrario scored UCFs first goal 20
minutes into the game off a rebound. Scott
Day tied the game with 13 minutes left on
an indirect kick from Dan Cornell.
The men will resume play at 2 p.m. on
Sunday against Memphis State.

How do you celebrate your first anniversary ofsetting a national collegiate athletic
record? By breaking it, of course!
Ken Autore set a new slalom record of
741/2 buoys to help lead the UCF waterski
team to victory in its first tournament of
the season last weekend at Lake David
in Groveland.
UCF, which won the national
wat.erskiingchampionship1astyear,opened
the 1992 season by skiing past Eckerd
College, Florida State and local rivalRollins.
"Our main focus this season is to repeat
as national champions," Autore said "Getting to the top is hard, but staying there is
even harder."
Team captain John Swanson helped
pace the team by jumping 163 feet, only
two feet shy ofhis own collegiate record.
Swanson also won the tricks competition
with 3,340 points.
"John is an excellent motivator, athlete
and role model for the team," Autore said
"We elected him team captain last week
because ofhis experience and leadership."
Swanson'sfellowskiersfollowedhislead
as they dominat.ed their competition; UCF
skiers took the top two individual spot.s in
every category.
Junior Liz Lambert, led the way for the
wom,_en, winningboth the slalom and tricks
competition, while freshman Kelly Hunt
won the jump by clearing 98 feet.
"The freshmen did a great job for us
WATERSK.DNG continued page 9

Sophomore Conrad Schaefer is one of seven underclassmen contributing to the success of UCF waterskiing. (Mtchaat oaHoog1FuruRE)

Fighting Kilights prepare for Troy State
by Glenn carrasquillo
STAFF REPORTER

QB Darin Hinshaw and company
face 2-0 TSU. (Mlchl•t o.H~FUTURE)

The Troy State Trojans will visit the
Citrus Bowl Saturday to take on the UCF
Knights in their sixth meeting ori the gridiron. The Knight.s lead the series 3-2.
The Knights opened up the 1991 season with a 21: 10 victory over the Trojans. Troy State had jumped out to a 100 halftime lead and the Knights went on
to score 21 unanswered points in the
second half.
"The game with Troy State is always
a tough one and the match-up has turned
into a rivalry," offensive line Coach Paul
Loundsberry said. "They have two wins
over some good teams and no losses."
The Trojans opened their season with a
37-13 win over Southern Illinois, a team
which made it to the NCAA Division I-AA
playoffs a year ago. Last week they topped
Northwestern Louisiana State 38-19.

Lady golfers open season in style
by Ken Jackson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF women's golf team opened
their season with flair last weekend in the
Lady Sunshine Invitational at the-Riviera
Country Club in Dayt.ona Beach.
The split squad finished second and
fourth out <111 teams from colleges in the
southeast. The UCF Black squad finished
second, six shots back of t.oumameI_lt winner Mississippi.
Connie Masterson led the way, tying for
third place overall with a four-over-par 150,

including a tournament low round of 72.
Mazy Schupe was fifth with a score of 152
and freshman Kristen Putnam tied for
sixth with a 153 score. Freshman Kim
Miller was the high finisher for the Gold
squad with a 1~ total score, tying her for ·
ninth place individually.
'This is probably the best st.art ever for
UCF golf," Coach Mike Schwnaker said
"Wehadsixplayersshoottworoundswidm'
80. I am very pleased with this team.•
The team will be in Tallahassee this
weekend, competing in a tournament at
Florida State.

''This is a game we have to win if we
want to make it to the playoffs,"
Loundsberry said. "If they beat us they
will be ranked in Division I-AA Ifwe win
we'll move up in the rankings."
The Knights are ranked 15th in Division I-AA
Troy State coach Larry Blakeney said
he is concentratingon the Knights' offensive prowess this year.
"They [UCF] nearly scored one hundred points in their first two games,"
Blakeney said. "The Green Bay Packers
couldn't stop them."
The Knights have outscored their first
two opponents by an aggregate score of
99-24. After swatting Division II member Gardner-Webb 71-21 in their opener,
the Knights disposed of Bethune~
Cookman 28-3 last week.
Troy State's offense is led by running
TROY STATE continued page 9

Plan Ahead
Sept.18
Women's Soccer vs. Memphis State
4pm

Sept.19
Rugby vs. U. of Florida
2pm
Football vs. Troy St.
7pm

Sept. 20
Men's Soccer vs. Memphis St.
2pm

Water Skiing Results on Page 11

(

Volleyball team
third in Kansas
by Jenni Malone
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF women's volleyball team
rebounded from losses to Wright State
and Kansas University last week. The
Lady Knights defeated Chicago State
and Marshall in straight sets and finished third in a tournament in Kansas.
'There is a lot offrustration that comes
from our inconsistency, but I am excited
to see where the team will go," said Head
Coach Laura Smith. "This is a group of
dedicated women. I am proud of them."
Part of the frustration comes because
the team does not have a set lineup.
Smith saw some improvement of the
defense. "We improved some, but nothing to where we have to get to," she said.
"The defense is the basic skill of
volleyball," junior Emily Bridsaon said.
"It will let you win the game. As we get
more experience behind us, it will all
come easier."
"We played teams with three or four
returners," Smith said. 'The women on
our team are from high school and junior
colleges and they have never seen anything lib this."
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• Blade Runner-One can sense the foreboding essence of this film. Roaming Ridley Scott's
dark vista of Los Angeles is filled with fireballs and
imposing superstructures "Blade Runner," a prophetic vision of the future released a decade ago.
re-enters the film medium with the director's version of the original. with no significant obstructions.
This visionary film was a consistent masterpiece in its original form and the smail changes add
to its dimension.
The complete elimination of Harrison Ford's
voice over the images to explain the story begins
the process.
Surrealism dominates by the intake of pure
sensory input with the imposing nee-Gothic visuals of Douglas Trumbull and the eerie score by ·
Vangelis which give the film a ghostly presence.
An image of a unicorn in a flowering jungle is
interposed as Ford's character Deckard stares
blindly into a void, tapping a piano. This incoherent
bliss is completed with an origami unicorn at the
end of the film.
This establishes the theory that Sean Young's

character Rachel is a singular prototype for a new
breed of android - unique as the mythical onehomed creature of her birth.
By editing out the end of the film, where Deckard
and Rachel are flying over the mountains of North
America. the purified meaning of the film is not
changed.
Now it merely ends in black as the elevator door
closes and they leave Los Angeles.
The film experience of "Blade Runner" in its
uncropped widescreen format is reason enough
to see the film in all of its visionary genius. When
the motion picture was transferred to videotape
the engineers lost half the image and thereby the
film's divinity.
The slow flying shots over this Los Angeles
purgatory are ghostly reminiscent of Stanley
Kubrick's deadly vision of space in "2001." The
score echoing throughout the theater inspires
awe. "Blade Runner" is pure heavy metal art. acid
in its existence.

• tim wassberg
staff writer
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Woody Allen hits the mark
• Husbands and Wives- The media Sally lives the singles' life for a while. before
have made a circus of Woody Allen's new film. getting seriously involved with Michael Cliam
"Husbands And Wives." saying it was a form Neeson of "Darkman"), a man she meets
of foreshadowing his real-life problems.
through her friend Judy.
It was rumored that Allen's character Gabe
And this all happens within a few weeks of
Roth, a professor at Columbia, was to have an their divorce.
affair with one of his students, Rain. played by
While this is going on, Gabe and Judy start
Juliette Lewis of "Cape Fear."
to have their marital problems.
The affair in the film was supposed to tell
Judysuddenlyfalls in love with Michael, and
the public of his affair with his adopted daugh- Gabe begins an emotional and philosophical
ter, but that rumor was proven false.
relationship with one of his students. It is not
In the film, the liasion between Gabe and long before their marriage also goes bust.
Rain never amounts to anything more than
The key thing that makes this film enjoyable
one passionate kiss.
is its freedom to openly discuss sexuality with
"Husbands And Wives" is not even about tenderness and honesty.
Gabe's alleged affair.
The characters get in touch with their emoIt deals with the marital problems of four tions and express those feelings with a caring
people: Gabeand his wife, JudyCMia Farrow), flare that typifies Allen's writing skills.
and their close friends Jack (film director
Allen treats his characters with realism and
Sydney Pollack) and Sally, played by Judy respect they need.and does not succumb to
Davis of "Naked Lunch."
the basic Hollywood cliches. His characters
Shot in a documentary style that includes seef!l remorseful after making a mistake.
candid interviews with the players of the film,
For example, after Gabe loses his wife and
it follows the two couples through break-ups his chance with Rain, he realizes the mistake
and reunions. lusts and realizations.
he's made.
The film begins when Gabe, Judy, Jack and
He chooses to be alone ratherthan trying to
Sally meet at the Roth household one night confront and remedy his situation.
before going out to dinner.
This is what makes "Husbands And Wives"
At dinner. Jack and Sally make their marital such a great film.
separation public.
This film definitely ranks up with there with
After fifteen years of marriage. they have Allen's best "art imitates life" films: .. Annie
decided that the flame has burned out and file Hall," "Manhattan" and "Crimes and Misdefor a divorce without any hard feelings.
meanors.
The announcement triggers the emotional
Woody Allen is back and he's back with a
trauma of these four characters throughout vengeance. We may even see him at the
the movie.
Academy Awards again.
What follows is a non-stop array of wide
personal confusion and romantic mistakes.
• Eyal Goldshmid
central Aorida future
Jack moves in with a young aerobi?s teacher.
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Translated
and adapted
by Edward
Bond
from the work
by Frank
Wedekind
directed by
James Cali

Trek bikes are reduced to the guaranteed lowest prices of the year.
In order to make way for the 1993 line, every '92 Trek must go.
Come in and see the sale of the summer.

L~,,

Trek 7000 Aluminum Mountain Bike

BriQg your bike to tbe 6/KE WOJllS
ll)Obile repair service Every WedQesday across froll) tbe
.Wild Pizza-OCF can)pos
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by Israel Horovitz
directed by Julie Oshins

November12, 13, 14, 15, 19,20,21,22
November 15, 22 matinee performances only
Hailed by the critics as masterpieces of the new theatre, Acrobats and Line
provide the theatregoer with an evening of two lively, hilarious and offbeat short plays.
In Acrobats audiences delight in watching two acrobats engage in a running marital
feud while, at the same time, going through the intricacies of their complex routine.
Will John drop Edna as he threatens? Will Edna really leave John? Line depicts the
. witty and lively struggle of a group of unacquainted misfits as they lie, cheat, wrestle,
and push to gain the lead spot in the line in which they are all waiting. "Original, lively
and filled with hilarious lines and incidents," wrote George Oppenheimer in Newsday.
Walter Kerr of the N. Y. Times referred to Mr. Horovitz's work as "brilliantly imagined
and executed with wit and an almost inexhaustible inventiveness."

October 15, 16, 17, 18, 22, 23, 24, 25
October 18, 25 matinee performances only
Mature Subject Matter
"One of the most extraordinary works of
contemporary drama. Wedekind was a German playwright
ahead of his time," wrote Clive Barnes in theN. Y. Post.
John Simon, writing in theNew York Magazine, considers
Sp ring Awakening as "the best play Frank Wedekind has
written." This long-time European hit is a moving play about
the awakening sexuality of youth. With humor and
compassion, Wedekind and Bond draw us into a child's world
of proscribed behavior, the accepted behavior, thrust upon
them by their parents, their educatfon and their religion. It is
a play about the errors which socie~, even with the best of
intentions, can make against us. Heralded by Time Magazine
as "one of the best plays of the year." Applauded by Mel
Gussow of the N. Y. Times as "a major theatrical event...a
perfect play for a young company."

Student Forum
April 15, 16, 17
A student generated production
to be chosen from today's leading
playwrights.

by Sam Shepard
directed by James Cali
February 18, 19, 20, 21, 25, 26, 27, 28
February 21, 28 matinee performances only
Mature Subject Matter
Considered by many critics to be one of today's most thrilling playwrights, Shepard's plays are noted for their boldness,
originality and unsettling surprises. In The Tooth ofCrime, Shepard explores i;:me of his favorite subjects, the American hero.
- Blending rock music, science fiction, and the cliches of American pop life, Tooth expresses Shepard's ideas concerning power,
how it is achieved, experienced, and destroyed in American society. A powerful rock-and-roll duel. Labeled by Clive Barnes in
the N. Y. Times, "a verbal boxing match."

Cut along the dotted line an'd mail to: University of Central Florida, Department of Theatre, P. 0. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816 - - - UCF Theatre Box Office (407) 823-1500
All sales are
StudentTicket Prices
final--ticket sales
I wish to order __ Option #1 Student Ticket at $12.00 each. $ _ _ __
will be filled in
Option#2
Option#l
I wish to order __ Option #2 Student Ticket at $10.50 each. $ _ _ __
the order that
$ _ _ __
Fri/Sat
Thu/Sun
Total Enclosed
they arrive at the
$3.50
$4.00
SPRING AWAKENING
box
office.
$3.50
$4.00
ACROBATS and LINE
Please make checks payable to UCF Theatre
THE TOOTH OF CRIME
STUDENT FORUM
Single Ticket Total
Season Ticket Cost

$4.00
$1.00
$13.00
$12.00

$3.50
$1.00

$11.50
$10.50

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Street Address:
Phony (home):
I am a new subscriber

D

Yes

D

City:. _ _ _ _ ST:_ Zip Code: _ __
(work): _ _ _ _ __
No

Tickets may be
picked up the
week of
October 5.

FILM· Clint may jump off the saddle. Even as up-front salary. This film will be in direct competition work on Oct. 13. Stradlin and the Ju Ju Hounds' first
"Unforgiven" approaches the $65 million mark. director with other big-name, big-budget Christmas pictures album will contain 10 songs with titles like "Bucket 'o
and starOint Eastwood concedes it maybe his last project including Francis Ford Coppala' s "Dracula" and Spike Trouble" and "ComeOnNowlnside." MembersofTheJu
asadirectorandpossiblyhislastwestem.AshetoldRolling Lee's "X" ... No Date For Bodyguard. Warner Ju Hounds indude former members of The Georgia
Stone, "I was conscious throughout the filming that this Bros. still has no official release date for "The Body- Satellites, Broken Homes and Ciuzados... Country's
might be my last Western. This was the perfect story to be guard, " staning Kevin Costner and Whitney Houston. Latest Awards. The 26th annual Country Music AssomylastWestem." DeVito Unveils Hoffa. CThe film, The film has stirred controversy because of supposedly ciation awards are set for Sept 30 at the Grand Ole Opry
not the body) The official release date for Danny steamy interracial love scenes between Costner and House. This year's performers include Alan Jackson.
Devito' s bio-pic of dead teamster leader Jimmy Hoffa. Houston. It is still up in the air as to whether the scenes will Trisha Yearwood, Billy Ray Cyrus and Wynonna Judd...
starling Jack Nicholson. will be thrown into the holiday be let in or trimmed. Look for a possible December Fear Of An Orlando Tour Date! Rap gods Public
movie pot on Dec. 11. Reports say that DeVito had to
gamble his directors' and co-stars salaries to get the
film made with 20th Century Fox. DeVito and Fox
decline comment on Nicholson's reported $9 million

release date to find out.
MUSIC - Solo Gun Goes Off. Former founding
GNRmemberlzzy.Stradlin,, wholeftthebandthisyear
over "creative differences" will release his first solo

Enemy will play an Oct. 1 gig at Visage Nightclub. This is
in promotion of their upcoming greatest hits and remix
album. due out any week now. Also on the concert front,
Glen Freyplays at 10 p.m. on Friday at The Station.

replace humans ...
... your plasma will
always be needed.

• Patients in shock
• Protect against infection:
• Bleeding Disorders
• Accident victims
• Provide intravenous fluids • Provide clotting factors
for bums, surgery, or
for hemophiliacs
•
New
research on life"
treatments of illness
threatening diseases

"We would like to compensate you for your
time when giving the gift of life"

BRING THIS AD AND RECEIVE $10 BONUS
FOR YOUR FIRST DONATION
Call for information and/ or appointment
1122 W. Church St. Orlando, Fl. 32805
(407) 841-2151

...........................................................................
~ ~-~\IBm~~ .~
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A public service announcement from the Centnl Florida Jlullr• •
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"YOUNG, WITTY, AND IRREVERENT"
Lorne Michaels the

STUDENT SPECIAL

9edtue StJ/a. Z'e«a

- CHICAGO SUN TIMES
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Premieres Friday, September 18th.

•APARTMENTS
•DORM ROOMS
•VERSITILE
•CONVERTS
FROM SOFA
TO BED
•ATIRACTIVE

FRAME&FUTON
-STARTING AT
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155
679-7772

1271 SEMORAN BLVD

'

CASSELBERRY FL. 32707
*excludes sale items.
OPEN 7 DAYS

Yournew home
.away from home
Drop in and discover why Kin1m' s is the most popular
hangout on campus.

Then look for the "Kids" at their
regular one-hour time slot, every Friday.
It's one hour of sheer lunacy for adults only.

• Quality copy services
t Full color copies
In-store computer rental
Presentation materials
Binding and finishing
t School supplies
Resume packages

Check local listings.

•
•
•
•

~ 1:30AMCBS~WCPX-TVO

.: 3¢------------·---,
late night copies ~
...

I
I
I

Come into the ](jnko' slisted between 1Opmand 6am and get great copies at a great price.
1us13¢for se1f-serve,sing1e-sided, ~w·_x 11"b1ackandwhi1ecopieson201b. white bond.
One coupon per cuscoiner. Not vahd wi th other offers. Good through October 31, 1992.

rlfjjJil
~

: ~fs~~s~shours
kinko•s· ~j
I 12215 University Blvd.
L=:~~4'AM!'A"~~~~~
~
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School Tmes: Coping with
prejudice in the 1950's
Set in the 1950s at a college prep
school, "School Ties." starring
Brendan Fraser ("Encino Man") is a
moving drama about the difficulties a
popular student faces when he is exposed as a Jew in a prejudiced antisemitic environment.
Star quarterback David Greene
<Fraser) wants to get into Harvard to
further his career and please his parents. To get there, however, he must
complete his senior year at a snobby
boys school where anyone who is not
white Anglo Saxon Protestant is considered inferior.
Leaving his hometown of Scranton,
Penn., David is warned by his coach
not to let anyone know about his religion.
Fearing persecution if his beliefs ~re
made common knowledge, David hides
his Star Of £?avid. He also celebrates
Rosh Hashana after everyone else has
gone to bed in a scene which establishes
both his relationship with the academy's
headmaster as well as the real strength
of his own inner character.
David, who becomes just another
one of the guys, befriends Charlie
Dillon CMatt Damon) who would have
been the quarterback if not for David's
arrival. The tension between these
two begins to increase when David
moves in on Charlie's girl, and the rift
widens when everyone at the school
finds out David is Jewish.

Despite his good qualities. his classmates torment him and even hang a
Nazi swastika banner over his bed.
Further problems arise after Charlie
cheats on a final exam and the teacher
threatens to fail the entire class unless
the cheater confesses.
David naturally becomes a suspect
although he saw Charlie do it. The
other students feel ·that Jews are unscrupulous enough to do anything to
get ahead.
Director Robert Mandel gives the
audience an excellent feel of the times.
This period piece is completely credible down to the white t-shirts and blue
jeans of the guys and the girls' primand-proper dresses ~hat don't fit.
Dick Wolf's story. which he helped
adapt to the screen, captures the
seemingly eternal nepotistic attitudes
that pervade the "hallowed halls" of '
certain academic institutions.
The narrative goes beyond what
"Dead Poets Society" started by
showing how students at these schools
handle the pressure put on tbem by
both their parents and administrators
to succeed.
It also shows some of the more are requireed to sign Cand uphold) a
distasteful results and does so in a traditional honor code vow.
surprisingly realistic twist.
"School Ties" is also a realistic
Greene's new school - St. account of being alienated and ostraMatthews Academy - is chillingly cized by peers.
upper class and Protestant. There are
Fraser gives a believable perforevening chapel vespers and studants mance as the odd man out. This film,

in a tasteful and understated way,
should make its viewers sympathetic
to the plight of anyone subjected to
prejudice.

• adam miller
central florida future

WITH $10
PURCHASE
PLUS
DEPOSIT

XTRA IS YOUR
PARTY PLATTE.I
HEADQUARTERS
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• WINTER PARK
(407) 679-2788 RX 679· 3377
Store Directar: Richard Klink
University Park Shopping Center
517 S Semoran Boulevard

